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In a heat sandwich oven the metal vapor is confined to be disk shaped and is optically accessible
through 360° in the plane of the disk. We have used this feature to optically measure the radial
atom density distribution of sodium vapor within this type of oven, under a range of conditions. In
particular, we have observed the formation of a donut-shaped atom density distribution when the
heat sandwich oven is operated at high temperatures with an under pressure of the argon buffer
gas.
INTRODUCTION

Alkali metal vapors are highly reactive and, in the absense of
adequate precautions, can quickly spoil the windows of any
containment vessel built for opticaUy studying them. One
method of minimizing this degradation is to interpose a
cooled inert buffer gas between the hot vapor and the windows. Vidal and Cooperi first demonstrated that a combination of the heat pipe concept with a buffer gas not only protected the winpows but led to the formation of a well-defined
column of the vapor.
The limited optical access of this system was overcome
by Boyd et a[.2 who proposed a sandwich-like oven in which
the vapor was trapped between two flat disk-shaped wire
mesh wickS that were heated in their center and cooled
around their periphery. This design leads to the creation of a
disk-shaped region within the oven and to 360° optical access
in the plane of the disk.

I. HEAT SANDWICH OVEN
We have designed and buil.t our own heat sandwich oven
for undertaking experiments involving laser ionization of sodium vapor based on resonance saturation. 3- 5 Our design
differs from that of Boyd et aU in two ways: We use a rectan-
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gular frame, which permits us to view the laser produced
plasma channels through optically flat windows and we have
introduced a circular thermal expansion buckle to relieve the
radial stress in each of the heated plates. A cross-sectional
view of one half of this heat sandwich oven is presented as
Fig. 1. The axis of symmetry corresponds to the extreme
right of Fig. 1. A photograph of the heat-sandwich oven
illuminated by the ionizing laser pulse is shown as Fig. 2. The
narrow sodium plasma channel created by this laser is dearly visible through the front window.
The basic frame of the system is constructed of stainless
steel (type 304) and is held close to room temperature by
circulating water through the cooling coil.s indicated in Fig.
1. The upper and lower wicks (required for heat pipe action)
are made of three layers of stainless steel type 60 mesh
(0. 152-mm wires) and are secured to the heater plates (highgrade stainless steel-type 316) by a large number of small
screws and to the cold. lip by a ring. The rectangular viewports were each 20 cm X 3 cm in size and the heat sandwich
walls had O-ring grooves cut into them in order to provide a
seal for the windows.
Operation is commenced by pumping down the argon
pressure until it is just below the sodium partial pressure
required for a given experiment. The sodium is then heated
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FIG. I. Cross-sectional view of
the Na heat sandwich oven (symmetric about A-A).
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spectral irradiance ltv, 0) by the Beer-Lambert law.
ltv, l) =l(v. o)exp( -

L

k (v,

Z)dz),

(2)

where k (v, z) represents the volume absorption coefficient.
In the event that v is close to the resonance doublet
WP - 32S) of sodium we can write

A. 2

2

L

K(v,z)=-N(J',z)
A (JoJ')Y(J"J',v,z),
(3)
81T
;= I
where N (J', z) represents the population density (at a depth z
into the vapor) of the lower level having a total angular momentumquantumnumberJ'(J' = 1I2forsodium),A (JI , J')
represents the Einstein transition probability for the J; to J '
transition of the doublet (where J 2 = 3/2 and J I = 112 for
the resonance doublet of sodium), Y (J;, J', v, z) is the corresponding line profile function, and A. represents the mean
wavelength of the doublet.
If we treat the absorption as arising from a single line
with an "effective" line profile function, Y(v. z) we can
write
K(V, z) =

~N (J', z)[A (h J') + A (J2 , J')] Y(v, z) ,(4)
81T

where

r; (J J')Y(J J',v, z)
+ r; (J J ')Y(J J', v, z) .
instance r; (J/> J 'land .Y (J;,J " v, z)

Y(v, z) =

FIG. 2. Photograph of sodium plasma created by laser resonance saturation
within the heat sandwich oven.
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until it melts, whereupon its vapor pressure increases and the
resulting radial flow of the sodium atoms effectively pumps
the argon into the cool outer region of the oven. An essential
feature of this heat pipe action is the radially inward flow
(from cold to hot) of the liquid sodium due to the capillary
forces in the wicks. It should be noted that an overpressure of
the buffer gas leads to an observed drop in the vapor pressure
of the sodium for under these conditions the argon is able to
permeate the hot core of the oven and thereby transfer energy from the hot vapor to the cool boundary region.
Although thermocouple temperature sensors were employed, it was felt that they could at best only provide a
rough estimate of the sodium atom density using the empirical fit of Nesmeyanov,6
10glON = 29.84904 - 5619.4106/T

- 2.04111 ]oglO T

+ 3.45 X IO- 6 T.

(I)

As one can see from Fig. l, the thermocouple wires were
placed just beneath the heaters. Temperature readings from
the thermocouples may not necessarily reflect that of the
liquid sodium within the heat sandwich wick, which actually
determines the vapor pressure. In order to determine the
sodium atom distribution across the oven we decided to employ the absorption measurement technique to be described
below.
II. SODIUM ATOM DENSITY MEASUREMENT
TECHNIQUE

(5)

2,

In this
represent the
"fractional line strength" and "line profile function" of the
J 1 to J' transition of the doublet, respectively.
For the sake of brevity we introduce the simpler notation
and

Ai

= A (JI> J')

for i

=

1 or 2 .

Also
N(z) =N(J',z).
It should be recognized that the use ofEq. (2) implies that the
radiation is well below the saturated value? and that scattering is negligible.
At the 600-800 K temperature range corresponding to
the lOIS to 10 17 cm- 3 sodium atom density within the heat
sandwich oven both Doppler and resonance broadening
have to be considered. Under these circumstances the resultant resonance D-line absorption profile function is a convolution of the corresponding Gaussian (Doppler) and resonance broadened profiles, that is to say

CP()_
1.z
. V ---

/3;1T 1/2

I

Joo

d*
v e -t"I-"'rIB~u>R(
.z . V _

-00

V *) ,

(6)

'

where Vi represents the ith line center frequency, Yf (v) the
resonance broadened atomic line profile, and /3; the Gaussian width, given by the relation

/3;

= (2kTv7/m~)1/2.

(7)

The spectral irradiancel (v. I) ofa well-collimated beam
of radiation of frequency v propagating in the z-direction
through a vapor of length I can be related to the incident

In this equation k and c have their usual meaning, T is the
translational temperature, and m is the mass of the sodium
atom.
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and

A. Resonance broadened line shape
The core of the resonance broadened atomic line profile,
when calculated using the impact approximation (Appendix), can be described in the case of the sodium atom by a
Lorentzian with half-width at half-maximum (HWHM)8

cr2 = (1.47e2j;/417V2me)(Hz)

for (3 2S l / 2

32P3/2)

-

(S)

and

cr

2

l

= (l.S05e fl/417Vlme)(Hz)

2

for (3 S l / 2

-

3 P 1d,
2

where /; and Vi are the oscillator strength and line center
frequency for the ith transition and me and e being the mass
and charge of the electron, respectively.
Srivastava and Zaidi9 have shown that the line wings of
the resonance broadened profile can also be described by a
Lorentzian with HWHM (when calculated using the quasistatic approximation)
(9)

where the superscripts w and c denote the line "wing" and
line "core," respectively. The above two references assume
that the broadening of the 32 P state is dominated by the
resonant dipole--dipole interaction with ground state sodium
atoms.
We have chosen to use an empirical fit to the line profile
of the form 10

2"~(v) =

Ci(_l- exp! -

1+

1T"rj
1

+-~rj

[Iv - V;)lC r ;)2})

1 + H(v - v;)lcr;] 2

T( VT -

,

(12)

Upon substitution ofEq. (10) into Eq. (6), one obtains three
integrals which all involve some form of the Voigt integral
1
e -(y'/T/')
W(u,7]) = --'l/2
I (
)2 dy.
(13)

fco

+u-y

We have chosen to use the approximation of Whitingll for
W(u,7]),
W(u,

7])

= [( 1 -

~Jexp( -

x{~Wv [(1- ~J ~ + 2;]r

YT

l
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(IS)

Here 8 T is the instrumenfs HWHM bandwidth corresponding to a given slit setting and can be expressed in terms of the
slope b T and intercept aT of the linear relation between the
observed HWHM bandwidth of an extremely narrow spectralline and the monochromator slit width Sr.

8T

= aT + bTST

(19)

•

The observed spectral irradiance at frequency v can thus
be written in the form

LC", I(v*,l)T(v-v*)dv*,

,

(20)

1(0)

=~fco
YT 1T

-

_ (v - v*)2

rr

exp( co

t k(v*,z)dz
Jo

)dV*

(21)

can be solved using Eqs. (4)-(6) and (10) with a quadrature
routine. For our work, the slit width ST was 1SO p,m and the
experimentally determined values for aT and b T are provided with other parameters of relevance in Table 1.
To evaluate the atom density distribution it is necessary
to undertake a series of measurements. The sodium vapor
disk is assumed to be divided into a number of equally spaced
rings of constant density (see Fig. 3) and the absorption is
evaluated for a series of chords that intercept an increasing
number of these rings. Reference to Fig. 3 reveals that the
element of path length
I. Parameters of relevance in sodium atom density measurement.

~,=

,

(14)

+ 47]2 In 2)1/2

= 8 T /(ln2)1/2.

v, = 5.093 X 10" 8-',
v, = 5.088 X 10" s-',
A2 = 6.30X 107 8-'
A, = 6.28X 107 8-'
~2 = 2/3

with
= 1 + (1

(17)

where V T is the frequency of peak transmission and

TABLE

2.772 :;)

1 - - ]'
+Wv2 -(1-+4u 2/W;)

Wu

)-(1/
1/2je-lv-vT/'/r1YT1T
,

~(v /)=Y (v,/)

(11)

-eo

v

or using Eqs. (2) and (17) and assuming broadband incident
radiation so that I(v,O)-::::;I(O), then the spectral profile

which ensures

7]

(16)

1.

In our experiments a Heath scanning monochromator
was employed to determine the spectral characteristics of
the transmitted radiation. For this kind of monochromator,
where the entrance and exit slits are comparable, the spectral
transmission function T(VT - v) is well approximated by a
Guassian profile and we can write

which approaches the exact behavior in the core and wings
[v = Vj and (v - vi)lc r j >1, respectively] and resembles the
numerical solution in the intermediate region. 9 Cj is the normalization constant

1T

=

B. Correction for finite instrument resolution

(10)

Cj = 1.126/1T,

W(u, 7])du

co

Y(v,/)=

vivcr

j )2}
[(v [(v-vj)/Crjr

1 - exp! -

fO

cr2 =
cr, =

A2 = 589.0 nm
A, = 589.6

nm

1/3

3.81 X 10- 8 N,(cm- 3 ) Hz
2.34 X 10- 8 N,(cm- 3 ) Hz
a r = 3.44X l(f s-·
b T = 4.45 X lOS s-' tLm-'

(15)
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at half-maximum (FWHM) of the predicted absorption spectrum closely matches that measured well within the limit of
instrument resolution (see top inset of Fig. 5). When the sodium doublet is clearly resolvable (usually for x ~ 5 em), we
used the absorption at line center of the 32p3/2 - 3 2S)/2 transition as our matching condition (see lower inset of Fig. 5). It
should be noted that best results were obtained when preliminary smoothing of the data was performed. The FWHM
of the absorption spectrum was fit to a polynomial in position x of the form

Second Absorption
Measurement

First Absorption
Measurement

I

r

Pix) = (a l

r =0

.....

t""-------H~+---

+ a~2 + a~4) exp (- a 4x2),

(25)

where a i (i = 1-4) represents the various fitting parameters.
The variation of the transmission at line center of the Dzline
with position x was approximated by a straight line. Data
from these two curves were then directly used in the density
reconstruction routine.

X

iii. EXPERIMENTAL ARRANGEMENT AND RESULTS

FIG. 3. Schematic diagram illustrating the rings of constant density into
which the sodium vapor disk is divided for the purpose of detennining the
radial density distribution.

Imn = (~+

I

-x~ )112 -

(~ -x~ )112,

(22)

where Xm is the x displacement of the mth-measurement
chord and r n the radius of the nth-density ring. The total
optical depth for the mth-chord
II

r(v*,x m )=2

The facility for measuring the sodium atom distribution
comprised a broadband xenon light source, an aperture and
collimating optics, the heat sandwich oven, a Heath model
EU-700 scanning grating (1180 lines/mm, f /6.8, 35-cm focal length) monochromator, and an RCA type IP28 photomultiplier. A schematic of the optical arrangement is presented as Fig. 4. The diameter of the probe beam of
continuum radiation was set to about 0.3 cm by the stop S.
An example of the variation of the FWHM and D2 line
center transmission with position x is presented as Fig. 5.
The two insets display two representative absorption pro-

=nlY\lU,

L

Kn(v·)lmn,

(23)

Xenon Lomp

I1=J

where
Kn (v·)

= (A 2/81T) N(rn )(AI + A 2 )yn(v·)

(24)

represents the absorption coefficient for the nth ring of atom
density N(rn) and.,!/'n (v·) the relevant total absorption profile for the sodium D doublet. as given by Eq. (5). In order to
evaluate the Doppler contribution to'y n (v·) for each ring
the temperature is assumed to be related to the atom density
N (r n ) of that ring through the equilibrium relation given earlier as Eq. (1).
The density for the nth ring is then guessed and the
appropriate absorption spectrum calculated; this is then
compared with the corresponding experimentally determined spectrum. The assumed density is then adjusted until
reasonable agreement is obtained. The average density of the
nth ring is then approximately known and is used in conjunction with a slightly higher density for the two segments of the
next ring required to compute the absorption spectrum expected for the second chord. The density of this second ring
is then adjusted until reasonable agreement is obtained
between the calculated spectrum and that measured. This
series of calculations and comparisons with the measurements is continued towards the center of the heat sandwich
oven leading to an effective radial density profile for the sodium vapor.
Reasonable agreement is obtained when the full-width

FiG. 4. Facility for detennining the sodium vapor density by means of measuring the absorption spectrum. The lenses are designated L, aperture S,
pinhole PH, and mirrors M.
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FIG. 5. Variation of the full·width half-maximum (solid line) and D2 line
center transmission (dashed line) with position X.In this run the argon pressure was about 3.6 mm of mercury and the maximum temperature was 938
K. The two insets display examples of the absorption spectrum measured
for a chord passing through the core of the vapor disk and one passing
through the low-density rim.

files, one corresponding to a path close to the center of the
oven the otherin the low-density rim of the vapor disk. In the
latter the absorption arising from the two sodium D lines is
evident, while in the former the optical depth is so great that
only one wide spectral hole is apparent. The corresponding
radial density distribution of sodium atoms within the heat
sandwich oven is presented as Fig. 6. This distribution was
determined from a series of absorption measurements in accordance with the technique described earlier. The maximum temperature registered by the thermocouple near the
oven center was 938 K, which would suggest a peak density
considerably larger than that measured. Mechanical equilibrium between the argon buffer gas and sodium vapor was
ensured by continuously monitoring and adjusting the buff-
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FIG. 7. The sodium atom distribution measured within the heat sandwich
oven for an argon pressure on.05 mm of mercury and a maximum temperature of about 903 K.

er gas pressure to match the sodium vapor pressure at the
center of the heat sandwich oven.
An important observation to be drawn from this density
profile is that the radial atom distribution proceeds to fall by
an order of magnitude over the first 4 cm of radius. A similar
result was obtained when the oven was operated at a lower
temperature such that the peak sodium density was about a
factor of 3 less than indicated for the case shown in Fig. 6.
The atom density distribution in this instance is presented in
Fig. 7.
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FIG. 6. Sodium atom density distribution within the heat sandwich oven
(corresponding to the data of Fig. 5) determined by absorption and the deconvolution technique described in the text.

2
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FIG. 8. The sodium atom distribution measured within the heat sandwich
oven for an argon pressure of 4.0 mm of mercury and a maximum temperature of about 953 K.
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These results are to some extent in keeping with the
analysis ofVidal l2 and Boyd and Dodd 13 who suggests that
substantial variations of density are possible in heat-pipe systems as a result of the large flow velocities that can be established.
We have found that operation of the heat sandwich oven
for an extensive period of time (~ 10 h) at relatively high
temperatures, with an underpressure of argon gas, leads to a
"donut"-shaped distribution of sodium vapor. Figure 8 displays such a distribution. We believe that this arises from too
great a heater power combined with too low a buffer gas
pressure. Under these conditions, large radial flow velocities
were established and the sodium was found to condense and
solidify beyond the region of the wick, resulting in a loss of
sodium and a gradual reduction in the amount available to
fill the heated volume. In time, the center of the wick dries
out and any liquid sodium which migrates inwards from the
condensation zone as a result of the capillary action would
evaporate before reaching the oven center. We assume that
under these circumstances a pressure balance is maintained
by the formation of an argon bubble in the center of the heat
sandwich oven.
These surprising results suggest that operation of the
oven in a heat pipe mode requires a continuous monitoring
of both the vapor density distribution and buffer gas pressure. Periodic adjustment of the buffer gas pressure may be
necessary to avoid the creation of this donut-like distribution.
We estimate the accuracy of the atom density measurements presented here to be within ± 20%. This is primarily
determined by the uncertainty in the half-width of the resonance broadened atomic absorption profile. The theoretical
values by Carrington et aJ. 8 used here agree fairly well with
the experimental measurements of Huennekens and Gallagherl4 which were estimated to have an error of no more
than ± 15%. We have found that in the density regions of
interest, there is at most a direct relationship between the
percentage change in the half-width of the atomic absorption
profile and the percentage change in the peak atom density
evaluated.
Secondary sources of error are contributions to the
atomic line profile due to van der Waals interactions (Appendix), as well as fluctuations in the oven temperature ( ± 5
K leading to ::;: 10% density variation) during the series of
measurements. There was no noticeable change in the output of the xenon lamp between each scan. Currently we are
attempting to reduce the uncertainty as a result of temperature fluctuations by making these density measurements in a
much shorter time.
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APPENDiX

the transition can be thought of as occuring between two
quasimolecular states formed as a result of the interaction
between the wavefunctions of the colliding partners. The resulting energy shifts of the excited and ground states are a
function of the interatomic separation and depend on the
type of interaction. The curves depicting the potential energy of these quasimolecular states as a function of internuclear separation r are referred to as the ground or excited
state potentials.
For the case of sodium perturbed by another sodium
atom, the 32 pstates of the absorbing atom split up into four
potential curves 15 (neglecting spin-orbit and spin-spin interactions) situated symmetrically about the atomic 32P state,
at large internuclear separations (long range). At long range,
the splitting of the 32P state primarily determines the shape
of the atomic absorption profile and is dominated by the
long-range resonant dipole-<iipole interaction. 16 The magnitude of the energy shift has the form

haw = C3 /? ,
(AI)
where C31h is the resonant dipole--dipole interaction constant, aw = w - W o' w the frequency of the absorbed photon, Wo that in the absence of a perturber, and r is the internuclear separation. At very large internuclear separations,
where the duration of the collision
Td

= Rc1v

(A2)

(here Rc is the impact parameter and v the relative velocity)
is much less than the correlation time describing the phase
relationship between two points in time of the amplitude of
the electron treated as a classical oscillator,I7 i.e.,

(A3)
then the effect of the collision can be treated as a sudden
disruption of phase in the amplitude of the oscillator. Treated under this "impact" approximation, the absorption profile is Lorentzian in shape
2"(w) =..L

1
(A4)
21T (w - wof + rl4
with full-width half-maximum (FWHM) r varying linearly
with perturber density N. The value rI N is often referred to
as the resonance broadening parameter. 15
In the other extreme, where
Td

>l/(w -

w o) ,

the field experienced by the absorber as a result of a neighboring perturber a distance rr away is assumed constant in
time, and the line shape is proportional to the probability of
finding the nearest particle a distance r from the absorber.
Assuming that the nearest perturber is much closer than the
average separation between atoms (nearest neighbor or binary approximation), yet sufficiently far apart such that the
interaction does not significantly alter the distribution of
atoms about the absorber, then we can describe the probability P (r)dr of the nearest perturber being within a distance r
and r + dr from the absorbing atom 16

P(r)dr = 41T~N exp[ - (41T13)N?]dr.

If absorption of a photon by an atom takes place during
a collision of that atom with another atom (perturber), then

According to the statistical theory, the line shape

2035
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(A5)

2"(w)dw ex P(r)dr

(A6)
(A7)
2035

and substituting (AI) into (A6), we arrive at

2'(m)dm 0:: 41TNC3exp ( _ luoo)dm ,
3am 2
luo
where we have defined
hluoo = C:Vrb

(A8)

(A9)

with ro representing the mean internuclear separation, i.e.,

ro = (3/41TN)I/3 .

(A 10)

at line center of the 32S I / 2 - 32P3/2 transition. The line center of course satisfies the criteria of (A3), thereby permitting
the use of the impact approximation to describe the shape of
the line core.
At shorter interatomic separations (-rollO) one should
be cautious to check that the van der Waals dipole-dipole
interaction plays a negligible role in the perturbation of the
32P state. This interaction leads to an energy shift of the state

hluo

Applying the conditions that

1
00

2'(lLJ)dm

=

!

(All)

[since the splitting is in the form of ± C3/~ (Ref. IS) and
that we are only considering one side of the line profile] and
assume that amo<am (or r<ro, i.e., nearest-neighbor approximation), then

2'(m) = (21T/3)NC3(am)-2

(AI2)

and the wings of the profile are also Lorentzian in shape.
Of course, this "quasistatic" approximation is inapplicable to the line core as one can see that it would violate the
conditions described by (AS). In the line core, the shape is
described by Eq. (A4) which conversely is inapplicable to the
line wings.
Detailed calculations of the resonance broadened line
profile describing the line wings, core, and the intermediate
regions where 'Td ::::: l/(m - mo) , have been performed by Srivastava and Zaidi. 9 They have found that the effective
FWHM of the Lorentzian describing the quasistatic wings is
two-thirds that of the profile describing the line core
(A13)

where the superscripts c and w refer to the core and wings,
respectiveiy.
Under the range of conditions expected for our experiments, with maximum sodium density N mIU = S X 10 16
cm- 3 , the average internuclear separation

ro = (3/41TNmax)'/2;::d68

A.

(AI4)

The binary approximation describing the distribution of
the nearest perturber is valid for r<ro' At an interatomic
separation of rollO, it remains to check the frequency range
imposed by the criteria for applicability of the quasistatic
approximation [Eq. (AS)]
(AlS)
luo>lOv/ro '
For relative velocities of approximately 1<Y cm/s, we arrive
at
(AI6)

= C~r6.

(A18)

We have estimated the C6 contribution to the excited state A
1ku+ van der Waals potential by fitting the numerically tabulated potentials by Kaminsky '8 to

ham

= _..s._~_~
~
r6
I'

(A19)

where we have also included the quadrupole-quadrupole
g
Cgr- interaction term. Using the value of C 3 experimentally
determined by Niemax and. Pichler 15c
C3/h=SXIO- 8 cm 3 s- l

(A20)

,

we arrive at
C~h

=

SXlO- 29 cm 6 s- l ,

Cs/h

=

1O- 43 cm 8 s- ' .
(A21)

The shift of energy state due to the resonance and van
der Waals interaction becomes comparable at interatomic
separations
r = (C~C3)1/3 = 10 A .

(A22)
7

Using Eqs. (A19HA21) with r = 10- cm (10 A), then
(m - mo) = 1.1 X 10 14 rad s - I
(A23)
or
(A -Ao) = 202 A,

(A24)

at which one can no longer exclude the van der Waals interaction in determining the shape of the extreme line wings. If
we limit our measurements to approximately ± 20 A
(m - mo = 1.1 X 1013 rad S-I) from either resonance line
center, then Eq. (A19) leads to

r:::::18

A

(A2S)

and a.t such internuclear separations, the contribution to the
potential due to the van def Waals interaction is about lS%
that due to the resonant dipole-dipole interaction. This
would translate to a lS% change in the absorption coefficient which we have found to alter the peak sodium density
measured by approximately the same amount. Only in few
cases however have we operated the oven at such high densities and have measured such large spectral holes.

which, for the sodium resonance lines, corresponds to

<U>l

A.

(AI7)

Generally, when passing the broadband radiation through
the oven center spectral holes of greater than 2S A were
observed. For such measurements, the sodium density is estimated from the absorption at approximately 10 A from line
center, thereby satisfying the criterion imposed by (A 17).
Where the broadband radiation passes through regions
of low density and short optical path (i.e., an outer chord of
the vapor disk), the density is estimated from the absorption
2036
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van der Waals broadening due to a foreign gas
At some internuclear separation r, the contribution to
the potential due to the van der Waals interaction with a
foreign gas as a perturber would be

ham = C{/~ ,

(A26)

where C{/h is the van der Waals interaction constant estimated by Keilkopf'9 for argon, to be
C{/h:::::5XW- 30 cm 6 s- l
Heat sandwich oven

,

(A27)
2036

which, for internuclear separations of approximately 18 A,
leads to
(cu - cuo) = I.S X 1011 rad S-1 ,
(A28)

SERS '82, New Orleans (S1'8, McLean, VA, 1982), pp. 101-114.
6An. N. Nesmeyanov, in Vapor Pressures ofthe Elements (Academic, New
York, 1963), p. 443.

which is orders of magnitude less than that resulting from
the resonant dipole-dipole interaction. At argon pressures
comparable to the sodium vapor pressure, we could safely
ignore the broadening of the atomic absorption profile due to
argon present as a buffer gas.
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